PRODUCT CATALOGUE

Who we are
EMKO is a Lithuanian-based furniture design and home-accessory company. Our
roots are set in the ancient Baltic tradition of craftsmanship, at the intersection of
three distinct cultural spaces: the Northern Scandinavian, the Western European and
the Eastern Russian. Our present is open and inviting, welcoming talented designers
from all over the globe.
We design and manufacture for an active, modern, responsible market. Our
customers’ base ranges from the dynamic professionals interested in inviting fresh
ideas inside their life, making choices outside the box, to the creative artists
who wishes their workspace to be a reflection of the passion put in their own
creations.
We focus on a small diversity of award-winning furniture pieces, creating a niche for the
curious solutions to be embodied.
Their simple beauty generates optimism and well-being inside the place we call home or
workspace. Their smart design brings comfort to everyday tasks. The quality of the craft
and of the materials insures a long-term relationship, a constant satisfaction that you’ll
enjoy for years to come. It takes one glance to see their beauty. It takes one touch to get
their functionality.

product

My Writing Desk
designer

etc.etc.
A writing desk, designed for the working people. For the creative people.
People who know the value of efficient work.
While developing the idea of the My Writing Desk (MWD), designer Inesa Malafej had a clear
goal – to reduce the chaotic clutter that creative work brings to the table. The result is a desk
which has its storage space organized around the table-top, where the objects are always in
sight and easily accessible. This enlarges the desktop beyond its edges without the worry that
things might fall down. Furthermore, any unnecessary objects can simply be pushed to the
sides, for storage. The high edges of the desk isolate it in the room and create a positive microclimate where things “feel good” in relationship to the user. The wings are divided, leaving
space for the electrical wires. MWD features two drawers, to store a laptop and other working
tools. The legs of the table can be twisted off for easier transportation. For smaller, cozier spaces, a one drawer version was created.
MWD is Inesa’s graduation project from the Vilnius Academy of Arts.
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880

Birch plywood
finishing: lacquer

White mdf
Birch

leg tops:

White metal

finishing: lacquer

Black Ash plywood

finishing: lacquer

legs:

White mdf
Birch

leg tops:

White metal

wings:

Ash plywood

desktop:

desktop:
legs:

finishing: lacquer

620

finishing: lacquer

Ash

1360

finishing: lacquer

63 0

Ash

finishing: lacquer

White metal
74 0

780

leg tops:

500

wings:

74 0

legs:

desktop:

780

wings:

63 0

small
large

500

measurements:

W.880, D.630, H.780/740 mm
W.1360, D.630, H.780/740 mm
1100
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product

Naïve Chair
designer

etc.etc.
It feels as if the NAÏVE chair could have been drawn by a child – six sticks and one seat. That’s
all there is to it!
This playful chair is stripped to the minimum: a carved solid ash seat and six legs of equal
length to screw. It takes pitch-perfect accuracy to design its simple looks. Every single detail
is carefully studied, the length and angles of the legs are engineered to obtain the best proportions and to offer superior ergonomics and a great sitting position. All this and the added
flexible foam backrest make NAÏVE a surprisingly comfortable chair.
It takes a minute to assemble it, and another one to flat-pack it back into a small box for transportation or shipping. As an extra feature, the easily interchangeable parts enable the user to
play with the chair’s color palette, from classical solid wood to a mix of joyful tones.”
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823

Frame

White ash

finishing: oil

finishing:

paint

Gray ash
finishing:

45 0. 5

Ash

paint

38 9

Black ash

Blue ash

finishing: paint

finishing: paint

Yellow ash

measurements:

49 2

W.389, D.492, H.823 mm

finishing: paint

Textile Backrest
Material:

100% trevira cs

Abrasion resistance Rubs Martindale (EN ISO 12947-2):
Maintenance:

60004

60021

62057

Gray

Anthracite

Yellow

100,000

Dry Cleaning

65011

Blue
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product

Naïve Semi Bar Stool
designer

etc.etc.

Ash

finishing: oil

White ash
finishing:

paint

Gray ash
finishing:

paint

417

measurements:

Black ash

finishing: paint

Blue ash

finishing: paint

650

820

Naive semi bar stools stand out with it’s unique and recognisable character. A carved seat with
a minimal backrest makes it comfortable enough for longer sitting while durable steel footrest
suits both home and public use.

Yellow ash

45 5

W.420, D.455, H.820 mm

finishing: paint
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product

Naïve Stool
designer

etc.etc.
measurements in mm:

The smallest member of the Naïve
family. A tiny but sturdy item that will
find itself useful in many spaces and
situations. Assembled out of a carved
solid ash seat and three legs to screw in.

435

W.388
D.397
H.435
Oil

39 7

finishing:

388
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product

Naïve Dining Table
designer

etc.etc.

Table’s modest and clean form is decided by a simple but lasting construction - each leg has
its own base under the tabletop making the table strong enough to serve generations to come.
The roundish tabletop contour is designed to create an inviting and cozy atmosphere for everyone sitting around it. The table is available fully oiled or with a colored body revealing just the
oiled ash tabletop surface.
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742

Black ash
oil/paint

1100

90 0

finishing:

Light Grey ash
finishing:

900

oil/paint
1100

Ash

finishing: oil

measurements:
large

W.1100, D.1100, H.742 mm

small

W.900, D.900, H.742 mm

product

Naïve Side Tables
designer

etc.etc.

Naïve side tables are available in 3 sizes, each carved out of a single piece of solid ash. A form
in-between a square and a circle creates a soft and welcoming appearance and will easily adapt
to any type of room. The tables can be easily assembled by just screwing the legs in. The tables
work well on their own, or all three together.

measurements in mm:

375

438

505

W.447, D.447, H.504
W.637, D.637, H.438
W.608, D.405, H.375

637

447

405

Customizable set of three.

608

447

637

Ash

finishing: oil

White ash

finishing: paint

Gray ash

finishing: paint

Black ash

finishing: paint

Blue ash

finishing: paint

Yellow ash

finishing: paint
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product

Foldin
designer

etc.etc.
The FOLDIN shelving unit is characterized by simplicity. However, its strong construction is built
to sustain the needs of the modern consumer. This modest wooden knock-down shelf can vary
in size and form. The design is inspired by Japanese aesthetics and adapted to a Western type
of furniture.
The shelf is assembled out of one framework and foldable shelves. Each shelf is built from three
plywood plates joined with a sheet of felt.
Moreover, the set comes with two hooks, so attaching them on the frame enables the user to
hang some personal items on it, as well. This cozy and light piece of furniture suits perfectly in
almost every interior: customers install it into offices, living rooms or use them in the children’s
room to store their beloved books. Removing or replacing the shelves is as simple as that, by
folding the sides and storing them flat-packed.
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materials
frame:		
shelves :		

finishing

Birch
Birch plywood/Grey felt

oil
none

Fin13

Fin12

Fin23

Fin22

Fin21

W632D250H717

W632D250H506

W1180D250H717

W1180D250H506

W1180D250H296

size

size

size

size

size

shelves added

shelves added

shelves added

shelves added

shelves added

(+2)

(+1)

(+4)

(+2)

(+1)

hooks added

hooks added

hooks added

hooks added

hooks added

(+2)

(+2)

(+2)

(+2)

(+2)
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product

Step Up
designer

Tore Bleuzé

For your lovely shoes.
This simple solution to store shoes
and always have them in sight,
designed by Tore Bleuzé, feels so
obvious and natural that it’s almost
strange it hasn’t been used before. All
you need to do is gently put STEP UP
against a wall and it will do the job.
It doesn’t take a lot of space and it
can be easily relocated. The smaller
version of this shoe rack, the STEP UP
Mini, has recently been welcomed into
the EMKO range as well. Used by itself
for smaller shoes or smaller spaces,
or in combination with its “bigger
brother”, the STEP UP family can now
fit everyone’s needs.

Material:
Finishing:

Birch
Oil

measurements:

Large
Mini

W.490, D.34, H.1490 mm
W.370, D.34, H.892 mm

product

Multifunctional Pill
designer

Dalius Razauskas
The Multifunctional Pill works great in the treatment against clutter and messy environments. The Pill is a round cabinet that works fixed to a wall and can instantly transform into a
fully-functional working place, a dressing table, or even a bar!
Attach it at standard table height, a bit higher or a bit lower – it’s your choice. The shelving
system inside is designed with the idea to allow the user to change and adapt it easily: it can fit
a laptop, standard files, catalogues, books or any other personal belongings.
Furthermore, the Pill comes equipped with sockets and the option of integrating LED lights.
The materials and the fittings used into manufacturing are providing a reliable desk transformation and tabletop stability. Pill suits perfectly to every kind of interior, enabling you to have a
hidden space for your items.
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327

750

32 7

measurements:

W.1112, D.318, H.1112 mm

845

300
1112
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Sunrise/Sunset Lamp
Barbora Adamonyte - Keidune

product

4.9 Desk
designer

Marius Valaitis
The unusual name of the desk 4.9 has a story to tell: it reflects designer’s Marius Valaitis desire
to play with the concepts of perfection vs. flaw. For that it’s almost five, missing just a tiny bit.
This translates in the angles of the desktop, which, at its end, has a “crack”, a slit not just for
storage, but also to bring closure to the desk’s core idea. The “imperfection” aside, all the details of this piece of furniture have been made with perfect accuracy. It not only brings convenience and efficiency to work, but adds a little bit of style to it as well. Beauty cannot be empty,
for sure. But functionality can be beautiful.
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80 0

70 0

W.800, D.700, H.760 mm

2 drawers		

W.1400, D.700, H.760 mm

643

1 drawer		

76 0

measurements:

materials:

Lithuanian Ash - oiled
1400

643

70 0

760

European Ash - oiled
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product

Macaron
designer

Silvia Ceñal
Silvia Ceñal was inspired by a sweet meringue-based confection made with simple ingredients
like eggs,icing sugar, granulated sugar and almond powder. However, making the perfect sweet
is not an easy task. Macaron lamp follows the same idea; combining simple materials with the
right proportions, in order to get a lamp with personality. Wood conveys us warmth and
strength. Along with the cord which links between the two pieces of wood, giving a touch
of originality with its texture and color. It happens quite the same when it comes the
Macaron with different flavors combining perfectly in it.

measurements:

W.300, D.300, H.145 mm
large W.450, D.450, H.145 mm

small

colours:

product

Woody
designer

Why Not

WOODY is a carpet bringing complete comfort to your home. It’s made for the people who love
to sit on the floor while reading a book, playing board games or drinking some wine… This is
a hybrid carpet, one that allows you to lie down on a soft, comfortable pad which has an integrated wooden board in the middle, where you can place your personal objects. The idea to
combine these two elements came from the fact that both the wood and the linen are natural,
warm materials, usually used in covering the floor of a room. So why not? The overall design
of WOODY is driving the attention towards the central wooden board, in a geometric layout
inspired by the Japanese culture. The wooden part is easily removable for washing. WOODY is
available in different colors, combining handmade linen with wood essence.

1700

Wblue

WbrownR

1700

1700

2400

Oak
finishing:

oil/lacquer

Ma te rial :

100% linen, antyalergi

Maint enan ce :

Dry Cleaning

c
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product

Over
designer

Why Not
It is an ancient Arabic tradition to cover the floor of the rooms with carpets of different size,
color and pattern. This is the inspiration behind the OVER carpet, designed by the WHYNOT!
team. It comes in two shapes – the first a large square carpet, with a strong character, the
second a longitudinal comfy stripe. You can admire how it’s different shades are matching
together with different patterns, all while keeping intact it’s simplicity and aesthetics, giving a
unique harmony to the composition. OVER is a discreet protagonist, an equilibrated handmade
patchwork, offered in two shapes: square for the heart of the room and stripe for the corridors
or cozy places. The color palette ranges from green to blue tones, as well as from mustard yellow to wine red.
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OSTgreen

OSTvar

OSTred

OSQred

OSQvar

2590

2500

OSTblue

705

2400

Ma te rial :

100% linen, antyalergi

Maint enan ce :

OSQblue

Dry Cleaning

c

OSQgreen
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product

Lietuva
designer

Why Not
The WHYNOT! design team has created the LIETUVA carpet after being inspired by the
Lithuanian identity – its ancient traditions, its colors, clothing and handicraft. One of the unique
Lithuanian craft elements is the colorful woven stripe once used in the national costumes.
Different yarns are interwoven together and create geometric patterns, while the stylized
flowers are ending in elegant color combinations. In the carpet, these artistic signs are used
next to the contemporary modern linen craftwork, bringing together a touch of the Lithuanian
spirit. LIETUVA is available in different colors which define the Lithuanian nature: the blues of
the lakes and winter frost; the light greys reflecting the sky; the greens of its woods contrasting
with wild sand dunes. A reflection of Lithuania portrayed in the LIETUVA carpet.
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LTbrown

LTblue

LTgreen

Ma te rial :

100% linen, antyalergi

Maint enan ce :

Dry Cleaning

c

1700

2600
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Contacts

Founder
Erika Markovska-Mikulskienė
cell: +37061533588
ERIKA@EMKO.LT

Sales
Inga Markovska
cell: +37061418759
INGA@EMKO.LT

OFFICE
Address: Kalvariju 1-1 (1-st floor).
LT-09310, Lithuania
Fax. No: +370 85 210003
UAB EMKO
Company no.: 302433715
VAT no.: LT100004950210
Address: Čiobiškio 31-31, Vilnius
LT-07187, Lithuania

WWW.EMKO.LT

